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Abstract

Oceanic motions with spatial scales of 200 m–20 km, called submesoscales,
are ubiquitous in the upper ocean and serve as a key intermediary between
larger-scale balanced dynamics and unbalanced turbulence. Here, we intro-
duce the fluid dynamics of submesoscales and contrast them with motions at
larger and smaller scales. We summarize the various ways in which subme-
soscales develop due to instabilities that extract potential or kinetic energy
from larger-scale balanced currents; some instabilities have counterparts at
larger scales, while others are distinct to the submesoscale regime. Subme-
soscales modify the density stratification in the upper ocean and redistribute
energy between scales. These energy transfers are complex, having both
up-scale and down-scale components. Submesoscale eddies and fronts also
contribute to a spatially heterogeneous distribution of shear and restrati-
fication that leave an imprint on upper ocean turbulence. The impact of
submesoscales on the Earth’s climate remains an exciting research frontier.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Photographs taken during early unmanned Apollo missions revealed the presence of spiral-like
patterns on the ocean surface in regions of sunglint. These features were later described and
cataloged by Paul Scully-Power based on observations made from a flight of the Space Shuttle
Challenger in 1984. His insightful mission report reads (Scully-Power 1986, p. 57),

Far and away the most impressive discovery resulting from this flight is the realization that the subme-
soscale ocean (length scales less than 100 km) is far more complex dynamically than ever imagined in
even the least conservative estimates. Moreover, this complexity was seen to extend all the way down
(in range) to length scales of 100 meters, yet, on the other hand, patterns of this complexity could be
seen to be interconnected for hundreds and hundreds of kilometers.

Several interconnected spirals can be seen in the photograph of sunglint on the Sea of Japan
shown in Figure 1. The interconnected nature of the features seen across scales from several
hundred meters to several hundred kilometers reflects the inherently multiscale nature of the
fluid dynamics in the ocean. This review focuses on submesoscale (200 m–20 km) dynamics in the
upper ocean with a particular focus on multiscale interactions involving the submesoscale.

Another view of the upper ocean can be seen in the satellite-derived sea surface temperature
(SST) from a region of upwelling off the coast of southern California and northernMexico, shown
in Figure 2. The patterns in SST suggest coherent eddying motion at two distinct scales. Sev-
eral large whorls are visible with diameters on the order of 100 km. These are likely signatures
of mesoscale eddies, ubiquitous features in the world’s oceans with characteristic sizes between 20
and 200 km. (The term “mesoscale” was inherited from the atmospheric science literature, where
this scale range is intermediate between synoptic weather systems and the so-called microscale.)
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Figure 1

Interconnected spirals visible in a photograph of sunglint on the Sea of Japan taken by astronauts on the Space Shuttle on September
16, 1992. Dark regions are clouds and their shadows. Image courtesy of the Earth Science and Remote Sensing Unit, NASA Johnson
Space Center (https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov). Scale bar estimated from figure 8 of Munk et al. (2000).
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Figure 2

(Top, surface view) Sea surface temperature (SST) from NASA MODIS (Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) Aqua
satellite on November 15, 2020. Data from http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov. (Bottom, cutaway view) Hypothetical temperature
contours illustrating various processes, including submesoscale baroclinic instability (BI) and symmetric instability (SI).

Smaller submesoscale eddies are visible on scales of several kilometers, particularly along temper-
ature fronts and filaments and at the periphery of mesoscale eddies. Other processes discussed in
this review are also illustrated in Figure 2.

Mesoscale and submesoscale motions can be distinguished by the relative importance of the
Earth’s rotation. The ratio of the convective and Coriolis accelerations scales with the Rossby
number, Ro,

|u · ∇u|
|2� × u| ∼ U

f L
≡ Ro, 1.

whereU and L are respectively characteristic horizontal velocity and length scales,� is the Earth’s
rotation vector, and f = 2|�| sin θ is the Coriolis parameter at a latitude θ . Mesoscale eddies are
characterized by Ro � 1, and the dominant terms in the momentum equations are the horizontal
pressure gradient and the Coriolis acceleration, such that the flow is close to geostrophic balance.
Submesoscales are characterized by Ro ∼ 1 and, hence, the Coriolis acceleration is important,
but it does not constrain the motion to the same extent as the mesoscale. The removal of this
constraint allows stronger vertical velocities to develop at submesoscales.

Here, we define submesoscales as dynamical features with horizontal scales between approxi-
mately 200 m and 20 km and characterized by Ro ∼ 1. Submesoscales have received considerable
attention in the oceanographic community for the past 15–20 years, and their presence and impor-
tance have been highlighted by the advent of high-resolution remote sensing, field measurements,
and computational models.Here, we focus on the upper ocean, where submesoscales play a partic-
ularly important role in establishing the vertical density stratification, aiding the exchange between
surface and interior waters and modulating small-scale turbulence.

Like many problems in fluid dynamics, the vast range of scales associated with oceanic flows
make a comprehensive description of ocean dynamics extraordinarily challenging.The large gyres
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Dynamical regimes and nondimensional parameters [Rossby number Ro, Froude number Fr, and Reynolds
number Re (defined in Equation 4)] set against typical horizontal scales. The vertical dashed lines roughly
delineate regions where the nondimensional parameters are large or small, although the location of these
dividing lines depends on the local conditions. Nominal values of the characteristic buoyancy frequency
N = 10−2 s−1 and the Coriolis parameter f = 10−4 s−1 are used to estimate Fr and Ro.

that span ocean basins and the smallest 3D turbulent motions are separated in scale by roughly
nine orders of magnitude (Figure 3). Even in the most optimistic scenarios, computers will be
unable to directly simulate this range of scales in the foreseeable future. It is therefore important to
understand the connections between large- and small-scale motions. Submesoscales play a critical
role in this dynamical coupling by bridging the gap between rotating and nonrotating flows (that
is, those motions that, respectively, are strongly influenced and unaffected by the Earth’s rotation)
(McWilliams 2016).

Surface currents in the ocean are primarily driven by wind patterns with scales of
∼1,000 km (i.e., the atmospheric synoptic scale) and larger. Geostrophic turbulence—nonlinear
motions with Ro � 1 (including mesoscale eddies)—on average transfer energy up scale. This
raises the question of how the energy input into the ocean is ultimately dissipated. Vigorous
turbulence in boundary layers at the top and bottom of the ocean and internal wave generation
undoubtedly play a significant role, but submesoscales have also been shown to transfer energy
from the mesoscale to small-scale turbulence (Capet et al. 2008c, Naveira Garabato et al. 2022),
thereby providing a route for energy to be dissipated.

As they develop, many submesoscale processes increase the vertical density stratification in, or
restratify, the upper ocean (e.g., Haine & Marshall 1998, Boccaletti et al. 2007). Near the ocean
surface, boundary layer turbulence generated by the combined effects of convection, wind stress,
and waves maintains the surface mixed layer (ML), a region with nearly uniform properties in
the vertical direction. Submesoscale restratification limits the depth to which boundary layer tur-
bulence can penetrate, and in turn reduces the depth of the ML. Shallower and weaker vertical
mixing can trigger phytoplankton blooms in light-limited conditions (e.g., Taylor & Ferrari 2011,
Mahadevan et al. 2012). The mixed layer depth (MLD) is also an important factor in setting upper
ocean dissolved gas concentrations, the rate of air/sea gas exchange, and thus the ocean’s uptake
of anthropogenic carbon dioxide (Follows et al. 1996).

Partly due to their nongeostrophic nature, submesoscales are associated with horizontally
divergent surface currents and strong vertical velocities (Mahadevan & Tandon 2006). This
aids the exchange of water between the ML and the ocean interior. For instance, submesoscale
currents can transport deep, nutrient-rich waters toward the surface where light is abundant,
enhancing phytoplankton growth (e.g., Lévy et al. 2012, Mahadevan 2016). The vertical motion
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associated with submesoscales also contributes significantly to the heat budget of the upper ocean
(Su et al. 2018). Submesoscale downwelling plumes can transport particulates (e.g., microplastics
and organic material) into the ocean interior (Omand et al. 2015, Taylor 2018, Taylor et al. 2020).

Many early studies considered submesoscale processes in isolation, either by design (e.g., using
idealized numerical experiments) or due to computational or observational constraints. Much of
this work has been summarized in several excellent reviews of submesoscale motions and their
impact (Thomas et al. 2008; Lévy et al. 2012; Mahadevan 2016; McWilliams 2016, 2019). How-
ever, submesoscales also interact with motions on much smaller and larger scales; these multiscale
interactions are a main focus of this review. To complement the earlier review articles, we attempt
(a) to provide a pedagogical introduction to submesoscale dynamics, aimed at those who have a
background in fluid dynamics but are new to the oceanographic community, and (b) to provide a
literature survey describing certain multiscale interactions involving submesoscales.

In Section 2 we introduce submesoscales in the context of fluid dynamical processes across
a wide range of scales in the ocean. In Section 3 we discuss several fluid dynamical instabilities
that give rise to submesoscale features. Finally, we discuss the interaction between submesoscales
and small-scale turbulence in the ocean surface boundary layer (Section 4.1) and the influence of
submesoscales on larger motions and climate (Section 4.2).

2. MULTISCALE OCEAN FLUID DYNAMICS

The ocean is a rotating, stratified, viscous fluid, but the importance of these effects depends on the
scale of motion. To see this, consider the equations of motion in a reference frame rotating with
angular velocity�.Using a characteristic velocity scale,U, and length scale,L, the nondimensional
incompressible momentum and buoyancy conservation equations can be written as

∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u = − P
ρ0U 2

∇ p+ 1
Fr2

bẑ − 1
Ro

ẑ × u + 1
Re

∇2u, 2.

∂b
∂t

+ u · ∇b = 1
Pr Re

∇2b, 3.

where time has been normalized with a characteristic advection timescale, L/U. The buoyancy,
b = −gρ/ρ0, has been normalized by N 2L, where N = √

∂b/∂z is a characteristic buoyancy fre-
quency; ρ is the fluid density, g is the gravitational acceleration, and ρ0 is a constant reference
density under the Boussinesq approximation. The density of seawater depends on temperature
and salinity, which diffuse at different rates and have different Prandtl numbers, Pr = ν/κ , where
ν is the kinematic viscosity and κ is the molecular diffusivity. However, here we do not consider
double diffusion or nonlinearities in the equation of state. Here, ẑ is the local vertical direction
(pointing in the direction opposite to gravity). The traditional approximation has also been made
by retaining only the vertical component of the angular velocity vector.We also invoke the f-plane
approximation by assuming that the Coriolis parameter is constant, which is a good approxima-
tion at the submesoscale. The scaling for the characteristic pressure scale, P, will depend on the
context of the flow environment.

The nondimensional parameters in the momentum equation are the Froude number, Fr, the
Rossby number, Ro, and the Reynolds number, Re, defined as

Fr ≡ U
NL

, Ro ≡ U
f L

, Re ≡ UL
ν

, 4.

which quantify the relative importance of buoyancy, rotation, and viscous effects compared to the
fluid inertia at a given scale. The effects of density stratification, the Earth’s rotation, and viscosity
are not directly felt in the momentum equation for Fr � 1, Ro � 1, and Re � 1, respectively.
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Dynamical processes in the ocean cover a vast range of length scales and can be categorized
into various regimes based on the size of the nondimensional parameters in Equation 4. Figure 3
illustrates the typical horizontal scales associated with various classes of motion with a rough in-
dication for the corresponding size of Fr, Ro, and Re. All of the processes that we describe here
have Re � 1, and hence, viscous effects do not play a direct role.

At relatively small scales, Fr and Ro are expected to be large and stratification and rotational
effects to be weak, and we might expect this scale range to be occupied by 3D turbulence. In
stratified parts of the ocean, buoyancy effects are strong (Fr � 1) for horizontal scales larger
than ∼1 m. In weakly stratified boundary layers, the scale at which stratification effects become
important could be larger, and stratification effects will be important for motions whose scale is
comparable to the thickness of the boundary layer. For scales smaller than a few hundred meters,
rotational effects are weak (Ro � 1). The scale range of Re � 1, Fr � 1, and Ro � 1 is occupied
by stratified turbulence, as reviewed by Riley & Lelong (2000), Riley & Lindborg (2008), and
Caulfield (2021).For scales larger than about 10 km, the Rossby number is also small (Ro� 1) and,
hence, both stratification and rotation constrain the motion. This includes ∼100-km mesoscale
eddies and the major global current systems [e.g., western boundary currents, ocean gyres, and the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC)] that make up the general circulation. The dynamics on
these scales have traditionally been described by asymptotic theories that use the Rossby number
as a small parameter.

Submesoscales occupy a scale range where Ro ∼ 1 and, hence, where the Earth’s rotation is
important but does not constrain themotion as strongly as it does at larger scales. Buoyancy effects
also play an important role at these scales, and as will be discussed below, submesoscales in the
upper ocean are strongly influenced by the thickness of theML.The scales with Fr� 1, including
submesoscales, are highly anisotropic, where the characteristic vertical scale is small compared to
the horizontal scale. Stratified turbulence and submesoscales typically develop in such a way that
the vertical Froude number is Frv � U/NH ∼ 1, where H is a characteristic vertical length scale
(Lindborg 2006, Boccaletti et al. 2007).

In quasi-balanced theories that are valid for Ro � 1, the horizontal motion is nearly nondi-
vergent, and thus vertical velocities are small. A consequence of the loosening of the rotational
constraint at submesoscales is that strong vertical motion can develop at these scales. Figure 4
illustrates the typical aspect ratio and Rossby number associated with mesoscale eddies, subme-
soscales, and 3D turbulence, along with scalings for the horizontal (U) and vertical (W) velocities.
For isotropic turbulence the aspect ratio is ∼1 (by definition) and we have W ∼ U. Mesoscale
eddies have a small aspect ratio, and the vertical velocity is further limited by the small Rossby
number (Mahadevan et al. 1996). Although submesoscales are characterized by a relatively small
aspect ratio, H/L ∼ 10−2, the vertical velocity is not subject to the additional Rossby number
constraint; hence, we haveW/U ∼ 10−2, which is 10–100 times larger than that of the mesoscale
(Mahadevan & Tandon 2006).

A remarkable feature of ocean dynamics is that the characteristic horizontal velocity scale as-
sociated with the processes illustrated in Figure 3 is roughly 0.1–1 m/s, despite the fact that the
characteristic horizontal length scales span about eight orders of magnitude.We can estimate the
vertical velocity associated with each process using a characteristic horizontal velocity of U =
0.1 m/s (Figure 4). While mesoscale eddies are typically associated with vertical velocities of 1–
10m/day, the vertical velocity associated with submesoscale motions can exceed 100m/day.This is
significant at least in part because the time for submesoscale motions to transport material across
the ML (∼1 day) is comparable to the response time for marine microorganisms, and as a result,
submesoscale vertical motions have a strong impact on ocean biology (Lévy et al. 2012).
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Typical aspect ratio H/L (for a characteristic vertical scale,H, and horizontal scale, L) and Rossby numbers
Ro =U/( f L) associated with mesoscale eddies, submesoscales, and 3D turbulence. Scalings for the ratio of
characteristic vertical (W) and horizontal (U) velocities are shown in dashed lines:W/U ∼ Ro(H/L) for
Ro < 1 (from Mahadevan et al. 1996) andW/U ∼ H/L for Ro > 1. Typical dimensional vertical velocities
are also indicated along the right edge of the figure for a horizontal velocity scale of 10 cm/s.

3. SUBMESOSCALE INSTABILITIES

3.1. Introduction

Ocean fronts—elongated regions with large horizontal buoyancy gradients—occur on a variety of
horizontal scales.On large scales, persistent fronts are associated with the large-scale currents that
make up the general circulation (e.g., the Gulf Stream). Fronts also evolve as ephemeral features
and form via the intensification of preexisting buoyancy gradients in a process called frontogenesis
(Figure 2). Fronts provide a key source of energy for submesoscale currents through a zoo of
dynamical instabilities (Thomas et al. 2008). These include horizontal shear instabilities (Munk
et al. 2000), baroclinic instability (BI) (Eldevik & Dysthe 2002, Boccaletti et al. 2007), symmetric
instability (SI) (Taylor&Ferrari 2010), inertial instability (II) (or centrifugal instability) (Gula et al.
2016), and ageostrophic anticyclonic instability (AAI) (McWilliams et al. 2004). In this section
we discuss submesoscale instabilities for idealized flows and emphasize the connections between
various instability mechanisms.

On sufficiently large scales such that Ro � 1, Fr � 1, and H/L � 1, the ocean is maintained
in a state that is close to hydrostatic and geostrophic balance. The combination of hydrostatic
and geostrophic balance implies that a vertically sheared horizontal current known as the thermal
wind balances horizontal buoyancy gradients:

1
ρ0

∂ p
∂z

= b,︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrostatic balance

f ẑ × u = − 1
ρ0

∇hp︸ ︷︷ ︸
geostrophic balance

→ − f ẑ × ∂u
∂z

= ∇hb︸ ︷︷ ︸
thermal wind balance

, 5.

where�h = (�x,�y, 0) is the horizontal gradient operator.Observations have confirmed that large-
scale ocean fronts are close to a state of thermal wind balance (Rudnick & Luyten 1996), and this
balance is a good approximation for motions at the mesoscale or larger, where Ro � 1. At the
submesoscale, the dynamical equilibrium in Equation 5 is often unstable. Thermal wind balance
can also be modified by other factors. For curved submesoscale fronts with Ro ∼ 1, the centrifugal
acceleration can also be important in what is called cyclogeostrophic balance (Shakespeare 2016).
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PV: potential vorticity

As discussed in Section 4.1, turbulent mixing can disrupt thermal wind balance by reducing the
vertical shear.

In an inviscid, adiabatic fluid in a rotating reference frame, the potential vorticity (PV) is
conserved by the fluid motion, where PV is

PV ≡ ( f ẑ + ω) · ∇b, 6.

and ω = ∇ × u is the relative vorticity. The PV is a valuable tool to diagnose and understand
submesoscale instabilities and their influence on upper ocean dynamics.

Submesoscale instabilities draw their energy from potential energy and kinetic energy (KE)
reservoirs. The minimum potential energy that can be reached via adiabatic rearrangement of
fluid parcels corresponds to flat density surfaces (isopycnals). Other states, including those with
tilted isopycnals, have additional, available potential energy (APE) (Lorenz 1955, Winters et al.
1995) that can fuel submesoscale motions. Furthermore, submesoscales can grow by drawing from
KE associated with the thermal wind. The vertical and horizontal shear associated with balanced
fronts can generate submesoscale currents through vertical and horizontal shear production, re-
spectively. In both cases, KE associated with the thermal wind is reduced, which disrupts thermal
wind balance and causes the now unbalanced pressure gradient to flatten isopycnals.

Regardless of the energy pathway, submesoscale instabilities developing from a state of thermal
wind balance tend to decrease the total energy (KE plus APE) in the frontal system, which is asso-
ciated with mesoscale or larger motions. Thus, submesoscale instabilities represent a down-scale
transfer of energy (Capet et al. 2008c). Some of this energy will be transferred to still smaller scales
through secondary instabilities, submesoscale frontogenesis, and 3D turbulence (see Section 4.1).

Below, we discuss two groups of submesoscale instabilities that develop from idealized basic
states: submesoscale analogs of balanced instabilities, and inherently ageostrophic instabilities that
do not occur for Ro � 1.

3.2. Balanced Instabilities in Idealized Models

Here, we consider submesoscale instabilities using a series of idealized models with a basic state
characterized by uniform horizontal and vertical buoyancy gradients in thermal wind balance and
bounded by horizontal surfaces. Specifically, the basic state buoyancy and velocity are b = M 2x +
N 2z and v = M 2z/f, where f is the Coriolis parameter,M 2 is defined as �b/�x, and f,M, N, and
PV � f N2 − M 4/f are constant.

Perhaps the simplest model of upper ocean dynamics consists of a uniform PV fluid bounded
from above by a horizontal plane at z = 0, representing the ocean surface. In the limit of Ro �

1, this is the surface quasi-geostrophic (SQG) model introduced by Held et al. (1995). Since PV
is conserved in an inviscid, adiabatic fluid, the interior PV remains constant in the SQG model,
and the evolution of the system is dictated by the surface buoyancy (at z = 0). For the basic state
given above, the SQG model supports stable, linear Eady edge waves that decay exponentially
with depth (Figure 5).

Despite its simplicity, nonlinear flows in the SQG model reproduce some aspects of upper
ocean dynamics. In an analog to the nonlinear behavior of vorticity in 2D turbulence, large buoy-
ancy gradients develop at the surface due to stirring by large-scale motions (Lapeyre & Klein
2006, Lapeyre et al. 2006), and these fronts and filaments can become unstable and roll up into
eddies (Held et al. 1995). A similar process was invoked by Munk et al. (2000), who hypothesized
that horizontal shear instabilities, acting preferentially on cyclonic vorticity filaments, lead to the
submesoscale spiral eddies seen from space (Figure 1). However, using linear theory and observa-
tions from theNorth Atlantic, Buckingham et al. (2017) concluded that the observed submesoscale
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Three models for studying submesoscale instabilities in the upper ocean: surface quasi-geostrophic (SQG), Eady, and two-layer Eady
(see discussion in Section 3.2). Curves indicate the vertical structure of linear perturbations to a frontal zone basic state with uniform
horizontal and vertical buoyancy gradients in thermal wind balance. Baroclinic instability (BI) develops in the Eady model and the
two-layer Eady model via the interaction of Eady edge waves associated with buoyancy anomalies on the upper and lower surfaces.
Two-layer Eady model profiles based on Callies et al. (2016), figure 3.

eddies were more likely generated by a different mechanism, BI, as first suggested by Eldevik &
Dysthe (2002).

BI was discovered by Charney (1947) and Eady (1949) as an explanation for the development
of mid-latitude weather systems. To represent BI in the upper ocean, we need to include the base
of the ML, or allow the PV of the fluid to vary. The Eady model consists of a constant PV fluid
bounded by two rigid horizontal surfaces (Figure 5). BI develops by converting APE from the
basic state into perturbation KE. After disturbances grow and become nonlinear, they roll up into
eddies whose horizontal size is inherited from the wavelength of the unstable modes (Tulloch et al.
2011). BI develops in the Eady model when Eady edge waves at the top and bottom surfaces phase
lock and grow.For Ro� 1, the horizontal size of the fastest-growing perturbations is proportional
to the deformation scale,NH/f, where H is the vertical extent of the fluid layer (Eady 1949).

Submesoscale BI in the ML, sometimes termed mixed layer instability (MLI), can be repre-
sented by the Eady model, where the top and bottom surfaces correspond to the ocean surface
and the base of the ML, respectively. However, since submesoscales are characterized by Ro ∼
1, growing perturbations might depart from the state of geostrophic balance that was assumed
by Eady (1949). In a series of papers, Stone (1966, 1970, 1972) analyzed nongeostrophic pertur-
bations in the Eady model. For small Ro, disturbances grow slowly compared to the timescale
associated with rotation, as in Eady’s (1949) analysis. However, for Ro ∼ 1, the growth rate be-
comes comparable to f ; hence, submesoscale eddies can develop within a few days. Stone’s analysis
of the nongeostrophic Eady problem also includes SI, which is discussed in Section 3.3.

The Eady model is also useful for examining nonlinear submesoscale dynamics. Molemaker
et al. (2010) compared simulations of the Eady model using the nongeostrophic Boussinesq equa-
tions and the quasi-geostrophic (QG) equations (which assume Ro � 1). In both cases, eddies
develop through BI on a scale close to theML deformation scale,NH/f. In theQG system,most of
the energy remains at large scales, and energy dissipation is weak.However, in the nongeostrophic
simulations, small 3D turbulence develops along buoyancy fronts and KE is removed through vis-
cosity and mixing at small scales. This was one of the first demonstrations that submesoscales can
generate 3D turbulence, providing a route for the dissipation of energy in balanced flows.
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While the Eady model can capture BI, SQG-like dynamics, and frontogenesis, it cannot si-
multaneously capture submesoscale and mesoscale BI. A simple model that includes both flavors
of BI consists of two vertically stacked fluid layers with uniform PV, separated by a deformable
interface—the two-layer Eadymodel (Blumen 1979,Callies et al. 2016). In the context of the upper
ocean, the top and bottom layers in the two-layer Eady model correspond to the weakly stratified
ML and the thermocline, respectively (Figure 5). In the two-layer model, Eady edge waves are
supported at each of the three bounding surfaces. For parameters typical of the upper ocean, the
most unstable mode corresponds to submesoscale BI, which involves coupled Eady edge waves at
the ocean surface and the base of the ML (Callies et al. 2016). Submesoscale modes in the ML are
effectively decoupled from the base of the thermocline, which helps explain why key aspects of
submesoscale BI can be captured by the single-layer Eady model. However, submesoscale pertur-
bations can extend into the thermocline and stir tracers there (Badin et al. 2011). Interestingly, the
decay of submesoscale modes in the thermocline is qualitatively similar to the decay of synoptic
modes in the stratosphere (see figure 2 in Eady 1949). This suggests that the vertical structure
of submesoscale eddies in the ocean is analogous to synoptic weather systems in the atmosphere,
although it is worth emphasizing that the Rossby number associated with submesoscale eddies is
Ro ∼ 1, while synoptic scales in the atmosphere have Ro � 1.

3.3. Nongeostrophic Submesoscale Instabilities

The second class of submesoscale instabilities only appear for finite Rossby number and hence
do not have a geostrophic analog. Some of these inherently nongeostrophic instabilities can be
viewed as the unstable counterpart to internal waves in a rotating, stratified fluid, including II and
SI, which generate motions in the submesoscale range.

Following Hoskins (1974), these instabilities and the relationship between them can be illus-
trated by considering periodic disturbances to a basic state with constant buoyancy and velocity
gradients: bz =N 2, bx =M 2,vz =M 2/f, and vx = ζ , where subscripts denote partial differentiation.
Small-amplitude perturbations of the form

w = ŵei(kx+mz−ωt ) 7.

that are independent of the along-front (y) direction satisfy the dispersion relation:

ω2 = m2 f ( f + ζ )
k2 +m2

+ k2N 2

k2 +m2
− 2kmM2

k2 +m2
. 8.

For ω2 > 0, Equation 8 is the dispersion relation for linear plane waves in a baroclinic
(M 2 �= 0), rotating, stratified fluid, and exponentially growing perturbations develop for ω2 <

0. For N 2 = M 2 = 0, II develops for f ( f + ζ ) < 0 or, equivalently, when ζ takes the opposite sign
from f (it is anticyclonic) and |ζ | > | f |. Note that the term “centrifugal instability” is sometimes
used in this context (e.g., McWilliams 2016). We avoid this term since the basic state consists of
a balance between the Coriolis acceleration and the pressure gradient and does not generally in-
volve the centrifugal acceleration, and since II can be viewed as the unstable counterpart to inertial
waves.

Unstablemodes in this systemwith f ( f+ ζ )> 0 andN 2> 0 are often termed SI.The horizontal
buoyancy gradient (M 2) increases the likelihood of instability. The most unstable modes have
km > 0 forM 2 > 0 or km < 0 forM 2 < 0, such that the phase lines of the unstable perturbations
are tilted in the direction of the isopycnals. In the hydrostatic limit (with k2 � m2), the most
unstable mode of SI in this unbounded system is aligned with isopycnals. As such, the buoyancy
perturbations and buoyancy flux associated with SI are typically small and SI derives its energy
from the thermal wind shear (Stone 1972).
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EBF:
Ekman buoyancy flux

As first shown byHoskins (1974), SI and II can develop when the PV takes the opposite sign to f
(such that fPV< 0).Comparison of the conditions for II [ f ( f+ ζ )< 0] and SI [ f ( f k̂ + ω) · ∇b <
0] shows that SI can be viewed as II in a coordinate system aligned with the sloping isopyc-
nals. Hence, an alternative name for SI could be “slantwise inertial instability.” The fact that
the condition for SI depends on a materially conserved quantity (PV) presents a paradox: No
reconfiguration of the fluid parcels within an unstable region will stabilize the flow. Several pos-
sible resolutions to this paradox were discussed by Thorpe & Rotunno (1989). Taylor & Ferrari
(2009) found that secondary Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities that develop from the primary SI
bands cure the instability by either entraining nearby fluid with fPV > 0 or inducing stabiliz-
ing viscous/diffusive fluxes of PV at the sea surface. As discussed in Section 4.1, the secondary
instabilities energize small-scale turbulence and provide a route for energy to be dissipated.

Another nongeostrophic submesoscale instability, termed AAI (McWilliams et al. 2004,
Molemaker et al. 2005), can develop for f ( f + ζ − S) < 0, where S = √

(ux − vy )2 − (uy + vx )2

is the horizontal strain rate (McWilliams 2016). A form of AAI is present in the Eady model
(Molemaker et al. 2005), although it is subdominant since its growth rate is always smaller than
either BI or SI. Although there is not a critical Rossby number required for AAI, its growth rate is
exponentially small for small Ro, and hence, it is only likely to appear for moderate Ro associated
with submesoscales (Molemaker et al. 2005). AAI has analogs in stratified Taylor–Couette flow
(Molemaker et al. 2001, Yavneh et al. 2001) and in the shallow-water equations (Satomura 1981,
Griffiths et al. 1982).

3.4. Restratification by Submesoscale Instabilities

Submesoscales develop by extracting potential or kinetic energy associated with balanced hori-
zontal buoyancy gradients and horizontally sheared currents.This ultimately increases the vertical
buoyancy gradient of, or restratifies, the upper ocean.Parameterizations for submesoscale BI (Fox-
Kemper et al. 2008, Canuto & Dubovikov 2010, Brüggemann & Eden 2014), SI (Bachman et al.
2017b) and horizontal shear instabilities (Bachman et al. 2017a) have been developed, but to our
knowledge, parameterizations do not yet exist for II or AAI. Restratification induced by subme-
soscales competes with the tendency for boundary layer turbulence to keep the upper ocean well
mixed.

The processes that influence upper ocean stratification can be illustrated using the depth-
integrated, Reynolds-averaged buoyancy equation:

∂

∂t

[∫ 0

z
b̄dz

]
= −M2

∫ 0

z
ū dz+ w′b′ + B0, 9.

where ( ·̄ ) denotes a horizontal average; departures from this average, denoted with primes, are
assumed to be horizontally homogeneous; andM2 = ∂ b̄/∂x is a large-scale mean buoyancy gradi-
ent. The mean buoyancy in the upper ocean can change owing to a mean cross-front flow ū, the
vertical buoyancy flux w′b′, and the surface buoyancy flux B0.

When a persistent wind blows over a front, it will induce an advective Ekman buoyancy flux
(EBF). A steady surface wind stress induces a depth-integrated Ekman transport to the right of
the wind in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g., Kundu et al. 2015).When the integral in Equation 9
encompasses the full Ekman layer depth and the Reynolds-averaged flow is steady, the first term
on the right-hand side is the EBF, written more generally as

EBF =
(
τ × ẑ
ρ0 f

)
· ∇hb, 10.
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where τ is the wind stress. Thomas (2005) showed that a frictional surface PV flux arises when the
wind stress has a component that is down front (i.e., in the direction of the thermal wind), which
reduces fPV.

Submesoscale BI restratifies the upper ocean through the vertical buoyancy flux, w′b′ in
Equation 9 (Stone 1972). BI generates motion that carries light water (b′ > 0) up and dense water
(b′ < 0) down such that w′b′ > 0. Fox-Kemper et al. (2008) parameterized the mean restratifica-
tion by submesoscale BI using an advective streamfunction with flow in the cross-front/vertical
plane:

w′b′
∣∣∣
z=−H/2

= M2
∫ 0

−H/2
ū dz = M2 ψ |z=−H/2 = ceH2M4

f
, 11.

where ce is an empirical coefficient and H is the MLD.
The competition between restratification by submesoscale BI and mixing due to convection

and down-front winds can be assessed using a ratio of buoyancy fluxes (Mahadevan et al. 2010,
2012; Callies & Ferrari 2018b):

R ≡ f (B0 + EBF )
H2M4

=
(

w3
∗


V 3
G

+ v2
∗


V 2
G

)(
M2

f 2

)
, 12.

where the coefficient ce has been omitted following Taylor (2016) and Callies & Ferrari (2018b),
w∗ � (B0H)1/3 is the convective velocity scale, v∗ � (τ y/ρ0)1/2 is the friction velocity associated
with the along-front wind stress, and 
VG � M 2H/f is the change in thermal wind over the ML.
For R � 1, turbulent mixing is expected to overcome restratification by submesoscale BI, and for
R � 1, submesoscale BI will tend to restratify the upper ocean.

When the density of water at the surface of the ocean increases due to surface cooling or
evaporation or through advection associated with down-front winds, a convective layer develops
where the vertical buoyancy flux,w′b′, is positive. At sufficiently strong fronts, SI can develop and
maintain stable stratification below the convective layer of depth h and above the full boundary
layer depth H. The ratio of the convective layer depth to the MLD satisfies (Taylor & Ferrari
2010, Thomas et al. 2013, Callies & Ferrari 2018a)

(
h
H

)4

− c3
(
1 − h

H

)3

R2 f 4

M4
= 0, 13.

where c 	 14 is an empirical scaling coefficient and R is the restratification ratio defined in
Equation 12. We can view the competition between restratification by submesoscale SI and BI
and turbulent mixing in a single framework as a function of R and the normalized frontal strength,
M 2/f 2 = |�hb|/f 2, as illustrated in Figure 6. For h/H< 0.5 (above the diagonal line in Figure 6),
SI maintains stable stratification in the region −H< z <−h (Taylor & Ferrari 2010), and for R<
1, BI outcompetes the surface forcing and restratifies the ML. Figure 6 is largely based on sim-
ulations that isolated SI and BI, so the regime boundaries are speculative. However, Verma et al.
(2022) showed that BI and SI coexist in the presence of surface cooling for parameters consistent
with Figure 6. Note that SI is only capable of restratifying the ML to a state of marginal stability
with fPV 	 0 (Taylor & Ferrari 2010), while BI can lead to significantly stronger stratification
(Callies & Ferrari 2018b). However, SI restratifies significantly faster than BI, and hence, SI can
quickly respond to strong forcing events (Thomas et al. 2016). Further work is needed to under-
stand the connections between SI, BI (and other submesoscale instabilities), and boundary layer
turbulence.
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Figure 6

Anticipated result of the competition between submesoscale restratification and turbulent mixing in the
upper ocean. The restratification ratio, R, is defined in terms of the Coriolis parameter, f, the surface
buoyancy flux, B0, the Ekman buoyancy flux, EBF, the mixed layer depth,H, and the horizontal buoyancy
gradient,M2. The labels indicate where symmetric instability (SI), baroclinic instability (BI), or both
(SI + BI) are expected to maintain stable stratification in the upper ocean or where mixing from convection
and down-front winds maintains a well-mixed layer. SI is anticipated for h/H < 0.5 (above the white labeled
line), where h is the convective layer depth.

4. MULTISCALE INTERACTIONS INVOLVING THE SUBMESOSCALE

Recent work has shown that submesoscales link the large-scale circulation with small-scale
turbulence through a variety of multiscale interactions, some of which are illustrated in
Figure 7. Here, we survey this rapidly developing area, first considering the close connections
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Figure 7

Multiscale interactions and oceanic energy transfer. The transfer of energy to scales smaller than the first baroclinic deformation radius
by mesoscale frontogenesis is an important step in down-scale transfer of energy toward dissipative scales (Section 4.1). However,
energy residing at submesoscales may be transferred in the net either up scale or down scale due to various dynamical processes (purple
text). The relative partitioning of energy moving to smaller or larger scales is, at submesoscales, likely to vary both regionally within
basins and temporally over seasonal timescales and remains an area of open research (see further discussion in Section 4.2). This
figure builds on previous schematics by Salmon (1980) (mesoscale and larger scales) and McWilliams (2016) (down-scale route only),
but does not include the contribution from internal waves, which were reviewed recently by Sutherland et al. (2019).
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between submesoscales and small-scale turbulence (Section 4.1), followed by a discussion of
submesoscale impacts on the large-scale circulation and the climate system (Section 4.2).

4.1. Down-Scale Connections

Observations of coherent submesoscale features (e.g., McWilliams 1985) preceded an increased
interest in their global impact in the late 2000s, spurred on by the potential for this class of motions
to reconcile the ocean’s global energy budget (Capet et al. 2008c, Klein et al. 2008). Energy enters
the ocean predominantly at large (�1,000 km) scales through surface wind and buoyancy forcing
and undergoes a down-scale transfer to ∼100-km scales, where mesoscale BI converts the energy
to low vertical modes (eigenfunctions of the linearized equations of motion). Energy in these low
modes is thought to move preferentially up scale due to an inverse cascade in 2D or geostrophic
turbulence (Salmon 1980), which is incompatible with observational evidence that energy removal
largely occurs via turbulent dissipation at small scales (Wunsch & Ferrari 2004).

Submesoscale motions were highlighted as potential mechanisms for supplying energy from
the oceanmesoscale to small-scale turbulence and ultimately dissipation scales (Ferrari &Wunsch
2009, McWilliams 2016). Early numerical simulations that permitted a rich mesoscale eddy field
but also resolved dynamics down to ∼1 km (e.g., Capet et al. 2008b,c; Klein et al. 2008) indicated
that the formation of fronts and submesoscale instabilities provides a path for energy to move
to smaller scales. Submesoscale eddies drive further frontogenesis (Barkan et al. 2019), forming
submesoscale fronts and filaments where shear instabilities generate intense small-scale turbu-
lence (Molemaker et al. 2010, Skyllingstad & Samelson 2012, Stamper & Taylor 2017, Sullivan &
McWilliams 2018, Verma et al. 2019), completing the journey from large-scale balanced motion
to unbalanced small-scale turbulence. Small-scale turbulence is also intrinsically linked with SI,
where the energy extracted from the thermal wind shear is converted to small-scale turbulence
through secondary shear instabilities (Taylor & Ferrari 2009, 2010).

These modeling studies inspired the design of field programs that sought evidence for en-
hanced dissipation due to submesoscales. Early field work focused on regions of intense mesoscale
activity (e.g., western boundary currents, upwelling zones, and the ACC), where mesoscale fron-
togenesis and enhanced vorticity ensured flow conditions with Ro ∼ 1, as well as strong lateral
density gradients. By measuring small (<10 cm) temperature fluctuations, Johnston et al. (2011)
found enhanced turbulent mixing rates on the dense side of a front in the California Current (lo-
cated slightly north of the region depicted in Figure 2). A semi-Lagrangian survey at the Kuroshio
front (D’Asaro et al. 2011) revealed that alignment of surface winds with frontal currents produced
a negative EBF (Section 3.3) that generated strong vertical motion and elevated dissipation. Based
on observations and simulations of the Gulf Stream, Thomas et al. (2016) found that SI, excited
by a brief period of down-front winds, extracted and ultimately dissipated energy associated with
the large-scale balanced front. In a region of more moderate mesoscale KE in the North Atlantic,
a year-long estimate of dissipation rates from ocean gliders exhibited more high-frequency vari-
ability than expected from 1D turbulence closure models. The periods of enhanced variability
coincided with evidence of active submesoscale instabilities (Evans et al. 2018), which are not cap-
tured in the 1D models. An analysis of moored observations from the same location found that
the contribution to turbulent dissipation rates in the surface boundary layer from submesoscales
was relatively small, but other processes, such as SI, could be a significant sink of energy for the
background geostrophic (gyre) circulation (Buckingham et al. 2019).

In the upper ocean, wind, waves, and convection generate boundary layer turbulence to a depth
that is often limited by the stable stratification at the base of the ML. Submesoscales have an
indirect influence on the depth and intensity of boundary layer turbulence by restratifying theML.
Ocean models often have insufficient resolution to capture boundary layer turbulence and hence
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account for its influence with various parameterizations. Perhaps as a result, early work focused
on the tendency for submesoscales to reduce the MLD (e.g., Thomas et al. 2008, Fox-Kemper
et al. 2008).

Although the net effect of submesoscale eddies has been parameterized using an overturn-
ing streamfunction that depends on bulk parameters (Equation 11) (Fox-Kemper et al. 2008), on
the scale of an individual eddy, submesoscale restratification is highly nonuniform. For example,
in simulations of submesoscale BI with surface cooling by Akitomo (2010), uplifted isopycnals
with strong stratification developed within cyclonic submesoscale eddies that were surrounded
by sharp submesoscale fronts. More recent high-resolution simulations have shown that subme-
soscales strongly modulate thermal convection (Taylor 2016, Callies & Ferrari 2018a, Verma et al.
2022). A qualitatively similar picture was seen in large-eddy simulations byWhitt &Taylor (2017),
who found that the squared buoyancy frequency (N 2) can vary by about a factor of 10 in the lower
portion of the ML following a strong forcing event, and Whitt et al. (2019) found that the result-
ing patchwork of enhanced and reduced mixing triggered a phytoplankton bloom. Submesoscales
also modulate so-called Langmuir turbulence, which is generated through a combination of wind
and surface waves (Hamlington et al. 2014, Skyllingstad et al. 2017).

The localization of boundary layer turbulence catalyzes submesoscale BI, forming a feedback
loop (Figure 7). Controlled simulations with and without surface forcing have shown that bound-
ary layer turbulence enhances APE extraction by submesoscale BI (Hamlington et al. 2014,Whitt
& Taylor 2017, Verma et al. 2022). Mixing by small-scale turbulence also has an important but
indirect impact on submesoscales by influencing the MLD, which then sets the size of the KE and
APE reservoirs that are available for submesoscale instabilities. Deeper MLs provide more APE
for BI and expose more of the thermal wind shear to possible extraction through SI.

The sensitivity to MLD produces a strong seasonal cycle in submesoscale activity. Capet et al.
(2008a) found elevated submesoscale KE in the fall and winter over the Argentinian shelf. They
concluded that a combination of deep MLs and large horizontal buoyancy gradients led to larger
APE extraction via BI, which is qualitatively consistent with the parameterization of Fox-Kemper
et al. (2008). Similarly, Mensa et al. (2013) and Callies et al. (2015) noted much more energetic
submesoscales during winter in the vicinity of theGulf Stream using simulations and observations,
respectively. Brannigan et al. (2015), Buckingham et al. (2016), and Thompson et al. (2016) found
evidence of enhanced submesoscale SI and BI in a region of the northeastern Atlantic Ocean that
did not include permanent frontal systems, suggesting that submesoscales are broadly active in
the winter in the open ocean.

The criteria for BI and SI depend on the MLD and the magnitude of the horizontal buoyancy
gradient, suggesting that sufficiently strong fronts can support enhanced submesoscale activity
throughout the year, irrespective of theMLD. For example, the simulations of Barkan et al. (2017)
exhibited enhanced submesoscale activity along the Mississippi–Atchafalaya River plume in the
northern Gulf of Mexico in summer. Since the size of submesoscale features scales with the MLD,
submesoscales are very difficult to resolve in models in shallow summer MLs (Barkan et al. 2017,
Dong et al. 2020, 2021). The SUNRISE (Submesoscales Under Near-Resonant Inertial Shear
Experiment) program with observational and modeling components investigated submesoscale
dynamics in this region. Strong frontal currents like the ACC can also modify submesoscale BI
and eddy dynamics (Taylor et al. 2018, Stamper et al. 2018).

Small-scale turbulence can influence the fronts upon which submesoscales develop. In the ab-
sence of turbulence, we might anticipate that horizontal buoyancy gradients in the upper ocean
will be balanced by a vertically sheared thermal wind. However, turbulence tends to homogenize
momentum in addition to scalars.When turbulent mixing reduces the thermal wind shear, it leaves
behind an unbalanced horizontal hydrostatic pressure gradient. This pressure gradient will drive
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TTW: turbulent
thermal wind

a vertically sheared cross-front flow that is part of the more general ageostrophic secondary circu-
lation (Flament & Armi 2000,Cronin &Kessler 2009,Wenegrat &McPhaden 2016,McWilliams
2017).

In realistic simulations of the Gulf Stream region, Gula et al. (2014) found that the domi-
nant terms in the horizontal momentum equations were the Coriolis acceleration, the hydrostatic
pressure gradient, and the parameterized vertical mixing of momentum. They called the result-
ing state turbulent thermal wind (TTW) balance since the vertical mixing of momentum can be
viewed as modifying thermal wind balance if the flow remains quasi-steady. They noted that the
TTWcirculation is frontogenetic and intensifies the horizontal density gradients within the dense
filament near the ocean surface. Sullivan & McWilliams (2018) and Pham & Sarkar (2018) used
large-eddy simulations to study the response of a density filament and front to small-scale tur-
bulence. In both cases additional turbulence is generated as large density and velocity gradients
develop at the sharpening filament or front, and this turbulence eventually arrests frontogenesis.

Although the TTW circulation intensifies density gradients at the ocean surface, when vertical
mixing is maintained it can also cause the front to spread out horizontally through shear disper-
sion. When restratification by the vertically sheared cross-front TTW flow is counteracted by
vertical mixing, the net result will be an effective horizontal spreading of the isopycnals (Young
1994; Crowe & Taylor 2018, 2019b). It remains unclear whether this process develops at subme-
soscale fronts where turbulence and submesoscales are highly coupled. Vertical mixing induced by
small-scale turbulence reduces the growth rate of submesoscale BI (Young & Chen 1995, Crowe
& Taylor 2019a), which might explain the lack of submesoscale features often observed in sum-
mer (Callies et al. 2015, Thompson et al. 2016). Together, these studies clearly demonstrate the
complicated interactions between small-scale turbulence and submesoscale currents.

4.2. Large-Scale Impacts

Vertical fluxes of buoyancy and other tracers, arising from submesoscale motions, may also in-
fluence larger-scale components of the ocean circulation and Earth’s climate. Modifications to
the ocean’s interior stratification linked to submesoscales may take many years to accrue, making
simulations or observations of these larger-scale interactions challenging to obtain. However, ev-
idence is growing that misrepresentation of submesoscale dynamics contributes to uncertainty in
future climate predictions.

The submesoscale route to dissipation was discussed in Section 4.1, but other studies have
highlighted that submesoscale BI, similar to its mesoscale counterpart, may also transfer energy
to larger scales. As noted above, submesoscale KE is typically amplified in winter when MLs are
deep and potential energy reservoirs are largest (Callies et al. 2015, Buckingham et al. 2016).
Mesoscale KE, on the other hand, often peaks in spring, especially in western boundary currents.
This cannot be explained by temporal fluctuations in the ocean’s thermocline stratification, which
varies on longer timescales. This led Sasaki et al. (2014) to propose that the spring mesoscale KE
peak is created through up-scale energy transfer from the submesoscale.

Energy residing at submesoscales may undergo transfer to either larger or smaller scales, de-
pending on local surface forcing and active submesoscale instabilities. Moored measurements in
the North Atlantic (Naveira Garabato et al. 2022), using an assumption that energy transfers es-
timated in frequency space can be directly mapped to horizontal wavenumber space, indicated a
change in the direction of energy transfer during the winter/spring transition. During winter, an
active submesoscale eddy field generated by submesoscale BI supports an up-scale transfer of KE
from submesoscale to mesoscale motions. Then, as the MLD decreases in early spring, the obser-
vations suggest a down-scale transfer of energy, attributed to enhanced frontogenesis bymesoscale
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stirring. The observed down-scale energy transfer was not reproduced in a numerical model of
the region with 2-km resolution, potentially due to the model’s inability to represent sub-10-km
frontogenesis. While the inherent limitations of this data set cause the statistical significance of
the diagnosed energy transfers to be marginal at best, this study highlights the complex and likely
spatially and temporally heterogeneous nature of energy transfer at submesoscales.

Numerous studies indicate that coarse-resolution general circulation models fail to reproduce
MLDs, especially at subseasonal timescales (Belcher et al. 2012, Sallée et al. 2013, Damerell et al.
2020). SimulatedMLs are biased too deep over most of the ocean in the winter, whereas simulated
MLs are typically too shallow in the summer, especially in the Southern Ocean and the tropics
(Fox-Kemper et al. 2021). The representation of submesoscale BI through an advective stream-
function (Equation 11) led to a dramatic and near-global reduction in MLD when implemented
in both ocean-only and coupled climate models with a nominal 1° resolution (Fox-Kemper et al.
2011). The largest change in MLDs occurred in polar regions where MLs are deepest and the pa-
rameterization was most active. Overall, this representation of submesoscale motions significantly
reduced deep-biased regions in these models with implications for ocean heat and carbon uptake.

The submesoscale parameterization also modified the global overturning circulation in these
experiments. Most directly, the eddy streamfunction (Equation 11) made a substantial contri-
bution to the global overturning with an ∼10-Sv volume transport, comparable to the interior
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (Fox-Kemper et al. 2011). In models that explicitly
resolve submesoscale eddies, the overturning is localized to sparse but strong fronts and does not
have such a large magnitude. Still, submesoscales may influence the global overturning circulation
through changes in the ocean’s interior vertical stratification and isopycnal outcropping locations.
ML restratification can influence the outcrop location and outcrop area of various density classes,
altering the buoyancy flux experienced by these waters and thus water mass transformation rates
that control the overturning strength (Groeskamp et al. 2019). Similarly, there is evidence that
submesoscale eddies can induce restratification well below the ocean surface, especially in weakly
stratified polar regions (e.g., Siegelman et al. 2020) and may even influence the formation of
deep and bottom waters (Tagklis et al. 2020). Interactions among submesoscales, surface density
distributions, and surface buoyancy fluxes require further exploration in submesoscale-resolving,
coupled ocean–atmosphere models, which are at the frontier of climate modeling.

Vertical fluxes of heat and other tracers are amplified at submesoscales and typically dominate
over fluxes at mesoscales and larger scales. Parameterization of submesoscale eddies was found to
increase global mean SST by 0.1°C in most of the GCMs analyzed by Fox-Kemper et al. (2011).
A more direct estimate of vertical heat fluxes related to submesoscale motions, occurring at 10- to
50-km scales, was produced using a global, 1/48°-resolution (∼2 km) ocean model (Su et al. 2018).
The model output confirmed that submesoscale fluxes are up to five times larger than mesoscale
fluxes, and that heat fluxes diagnosed at 40 m below the sea surface are systematically upward
(positive). This positive heat flux is a signature of submesoscale BI (Section 3; Figure 2). Mean
submesoscale heat fluxes in the wintertime mid-latitudes reached ∼100 W/m2, with the largest
magnitudes localized to regions of strong eddy stirring in western boundary currents and the
Southern Ocean’s ACC. While it is challenging to directly compare this simulation with lower-
resolutionmodels because of differences in air–sea fluxes, surface temperatures in the 1/48° model
were roughly 0.3°C warmer than in a 1/24° model. Heat flux contributions from processes oc-
curring at scales of 0.1–10 km were unresolved, but higher-resolution studies (e.g., Barkan et al.
2017) suggest that heat fluxes at these scales remain positive.

A limitation of the Su et al. (2018) study is the lack of coupling between the atmosphere and
ocean. Surface winds, air temperature, and humidity, which help set air–sea fluxes, are prescribed
in uncoupled models and do not respond to the formation of submesoscale fronts and eddies,
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even if resolved by the ocean component. The impact of submesoscales on air–sea exchange is a
compelling open question.Mesoscale eddies provide a wind–current feedback loop on the surface
stress that modulates the air–sea transfer of momentum and leads to a reduction in mesoscale KE
(Renault et al. 2017). Satellite measurements show a strong correlation between the wind stress
curl and the ocean’s surface vorticity (Chelton & Xie 2010). Since vorticity is enhanced at sub-
mesoscales (e.g., Ro � ζ/f ∼ 1), wind–current feedback loops and Ekman vertical velocities may
strengthen at these smaller scales (Renault et al. 2018). Finally, early results from high-resolution
coupled climate models suggest that submesoscale fronts can modulate atmospheric dynamics by
modifying boundary layer turbulence over small scales (Wenegrat & Arthur 2018, Strobach et al.
2022).

Surface boundary layer processes play a critical role in ventilating the interior ocean and set-
ting the properties of subducted water masses.Wenegrat et al. (2018) suggested that submesoscale
motions impact the rate of formation of subtropical mode waters. Submesoscale BI, by restratify-
ing the surface ocean, opposes the destruction of stratification and PV by strong surface cooling
in this region; resolution of submesoscale motions was found to reduce PV removal by a factor
of two. The impact of submesoscale motions on ocean ventilation is likely to be especially acute
in the Southern Ocean where deep-ocean density classes outcrop at the surface. Balwada et al.
(2018) carried out a suite of idealized circumpolar channel simulations and showed that steadily
increasing the resolution from 20 km to 1 km produced two key results. First, MLs shoaled in the
high-resolution simulations, which is consistent with more active submesoscale BI. Yet, despite
the increased near-surface stratification, tracer concentrations were enhanced in the interior in
the high-resolution runs. The 1-km simulation was found to take up 50% more tracer than the
20-km simulation. These results are consistent with observations that show enhanced surface–
interior exchange due to submesoscale dynamics (Adams et al. 2017,Uchida et al. 2019), especially
in regions where the ACC interacts with topography (Bachman & Klocker 2020, Dove et al.
2021).

A substantial literature exists on the influence of submesoscale tracer fluxes on biogeochem-
ical cycling (e.g., Klein & Lapeyre 2009, Lévy et al. 2012, Mahadevan 2016). Early studies
pointed to submesoscale upwelling events, setting the characteristic patchy distribution of pri-
mary productivity (Martin et al. 2002). However, later reviews have emphasized the challenge of
determining whether this patchiness arises from small-scale, localized nutrient delivery or from
passive mesoscale stirring of plankton populations that fluxes tracer variance to smaller scales
(Lévy et al. 2018). The increased use of autonomous in situ instruments and towed oceanographic
platforms has shown that submesoscales can contribute to the export of surface properties, such
as particulate organic carbon, a process termed the eddy subduction pump (Boyd et al. 2019).
The North Atlantic Bloom experiment has been particularly influential by suggesting that sub-
mesoscale motions contribute to the timing and magnitude of carbon export following the North
Atlantic spring bloom (Mahadevan et al. 2012) and account for up to 50% of springtime carbon
export in parts of the North Atlantic and Southern oceans (Omand et al. 2015). In recent years,
a clearer picture has emerged that intermittent, strong subduction events develop at buoyancy
fronts that form on the periphery of mesoscale and submesoscale eddies (Brannigan 2016, Taylor
2018, Ruiz et al. 2019, Freilich & Mahadevan 2021).

The influence of submesoscales on the large-scale ocean circulation and the climate system
engenders a need to consider how submesoscales will change under global warming. This
warming has been most pronounced at high latitudes, where surface ocean properties are closely
tied to sea ice properties (e.g., concentration, extent, and thickness). Within the marginal ice
zone, sea ice breaks into individual floes. As these floes melt, horizontal density gradients develop
at the floe edge and generate mesoscale and submesoscale eddies through BI. These eddies
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transport heat laterally under the ice floes and have a strong influence on melt rates (Horvat et al.
2016). Furthermore, mobile ice floes have a tendency to be trapped within submesoscale eddies
and filaments when winds are weak (Manucharyan & Thompson 2017), which concentrates the
variability of the ocean’s surface heat flux at submesoscales (Manucharyan & Thompson 2022).
Enhanced heating at submesoscales, which creates a more mobile sea-ice field, may constitute a
missing positive feedback loop in climate models.

The role of submesoscales in a changing climate was directly addressed by Richards et al. (2021)
in a series of submesoscale-resolving simulations for a region of the northeast Atlantic. Warm-
ing conditions led to shallower MLs and a decrease in mesoscale KE, which together reduced
the near-surface vertical heat (buoyancy) flux. In simulations designed to suppress submesoscales,
MLs shoaled to an even greater extent than in the submesoscale-permitting runs, emphasizing the
importance of wind/front interactions in sustaining deep MLs (Section 4.1). The submesoscale-
resolving runs experienced a reduction in mesoscale KE between present and warmer states that
was twice as strong as in the simulations where submesoscales were suppressed, which the authors
attributed to changes in nonlinear energy exchanges across these scales (Figure 7). Althoughmany
questions remain, the growing evidence for the influence of submesoscales on oceanic energetics
and tracer fluxes suggests that accounting for submesoscales can improve the fidelity of global
ocean and climate models. In particular, the influence of submesoscales on air–sea exchange re-
mains relatively unexplored, despite the fact that these processes are likely to have a significant
impact on ocean heat and carbon uptake.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. Submesoscale motions, of the order 200 m–20 km, are ubiquitous in the upper ocean
and serve as a key intermediary between larger-scale balanced dynamics and unbalanced
turbulence.

2. Submesoscales are energized by a variety of instabilities that develop from balanced
currents.

3. Submesoscales leave an imprint on turbulence in the upper ocean through generation via
shear instabilities at submesoscale fronts and via spatially heterogeneous restratification.

4. Energy residing at submesoscales may undergo transfer to either smaller dissipative
scales via secondary instabilities and 3D turbulence, or larger scales via submesoscale
restratification and nonlinear eddy dynamics.

FUTURE ISSUES

1. How do the direction and magnitude of the energy transfer through the submesoscale
range vary in space and time and how does energy transfer contribute to the ocean’s
energy budget?

2. How do submesoscale instabilities influence the exchange of waters between the ocean
surface and the interior? In particular, how does this process vary geographically and
seasonally and how can it best be parameterized in ocean and climate models?

3. How can the influence of submesoscales on boundary layer turbulence be parameterized
in large-scale ocean models?
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4. How do submesoscales respond to coupled air–sea interactions and how does this
coupling influence ocean heat and carbon uptake?

5. How do submesoscales influence the long-time equilibrium state of the ocean, as well as
the ocean’s response to climate forcing?
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